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0. Introduction

The subject of the present work is a elm* of field theories

where the electromagnetic intensity teneor 1^
i
 is determined

up to its 3ign only. A epecifio property of auch theoriea ia a

discrete symmetry ОС belonging to the unbroken symmetry group

H and "flipping" the electromagnetic subgroup U(1)CH. ( !•

зирроэе that the total gauge group Q is singly connected and

simply connected.) In the theories in view there exist topolo-

gisally non-trivial strings such that encircling along the

string results in a change of the particle charge. The charge

conservation law remains valid if every string is associated

with a charge, but the law is no longer local, since the string

charge depends not only on the string itself but also on a sur-

face film stretched on the string in an arbitrary manner.

Similar statements may be proven also for theories contai-

ning photons of several types ( respectively, several intensity

tensors P у ).

The most interesting results appear in theories containing

mirror particles, besides the conventional particles. ( In par-

ticular, the theories with two photons, conventional and the

mirror one.) We will show that such theoriea may be embedded
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into the grand unification scheme in such a way that the symmetry

between the conventional and mirror particles remains unbroken.

Closed strings appear in the theories considered; a path around

such strings induces a transition of a conventional particle

into a mirror one. The strings arise at phase transitions in

the early Universe; they are collapsing in due course, but a

number of the string* must, probably, exist still at present and

may be detected by astronomical observations.If a string of this

type would pass between the Earth and a galaxy, the galaxy be-

comes mirror from the point of view of a terrestrial observer

( the galaxy consists of the mirror substance ), so it becomes

invisible. Inversely, a string passing between the Earth and a

mirror galaxy reveals it to observations from the Earth.

The text is organised as follows. The class of the theories

considered is described in Section 1. Some examples of the the-

ories are presented in Section 2. In particular, it is shown

how to include a theory with mirror particles into the grand

unification scheme. The next Section 3 is of interest by itself.

It shows that a presence of unbroken discrete symmetries in the

grand unification theories results in appearance of topological-

ly non-trivial strings. Transformations of particles during the

string is encircled are revealed. A considerable part of results

exposed in this Section was obtained by the author together

with Yu.S.Tyupkin; there was a concise publication in /1/. Fi-

nally, Section 4 contains an analysis of the concept of the

charge itself, as well аз a discussion of the charge conservation

in theories with the two-valued electromagnetic intensity tensor.

An essential part of the present results was published pre-

viously /6/.
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1* Theories with electromagnetic field intensities

defined up to the sign

The class of theories considered in the present work will be

described in this Section. We start from Lsgrangians relevant to

termions interacting with gauge and soalar fields, following the

coaTentionai scheme of unified field theories of strong, eleot-

roaagnetic and weak interactions. Our main purpose is to indi-

cate conditions under which the electromagnetic field intensity

is defined only up to the sign in the theories in view.

le suppose that the Lagrangian is of the form

where L
Q
 is the Lagrangian describing fermions interacting with

an n-component scalar field $• ( » ,...,$ ); the second tern

7($) » T( &',..., &Г) is a polynomial. It is assumed that the

fermion and soalar fields are transformed according to some

representations of a compact Lie group. The Lagrangian (1) is

inrariant with respect to the internal, symmetry group Q. ( In

particular, it is assumed that the function Ч(ф) is G-invari-

ant.) Then there is a standard procedure introducing the gauge

fields, «hose values lie in the Lie algebra J of the gauge

group G, interacting with the fermions and the scalar fields.

The resulting theory will be studied here. The fenaionic part

of the Lagrangian is irrelerant for the aspects under investi-

gation. So we concern only the multicopponent scalar field

<P»( S , . . . , * ) and the gauge field A ; the combination of

these fields ( у ,<$) w U l be called just the field. Let the

field ф is transformed by a representation I of the group G.
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Then the O-invarianoe of the fuoctioa ?(#) means that T($) •

• V(T(g)$ ) , where T(g) is the transformation corresponding

to the group element g £ G .

The group G will be assumed compact, singly connected and

eimply connected.. ( Hots , nowever, that it is sufficient to

consider the gauge group which is isoaorphio to a quotient group

of a conpact, singly and simply connected group by its discrete

subgroup. For example, one aay take the ease a * 30(»: beouase

30(3) - SU(2)/Z£ t one вшу replace the gauge group S0(3) by

the gauge group SU(2), baring the ease U s algebra.)

Let us consider a point set 8 in the n-dlmensional space,

on which the function 7(ф) aquires a minima1 magnitude. The

elements of the set R will be oalled classical vacua, and * is

the set of the vacua. In Tiew of the O-invariano* of the funs-

tion Т ( ф ) , a classical Taouum gtoes into another classioal va-

cuum under the action of any group transformation; i.e. tow

group 3 acts in the manifold £. We shall suppose that the ac-

tion of d in й is transitive s aay classical •aouum, may be ob-

tained from any other •aouua by means of a transformation be-

longing to the group 6. ( This statement means that the degene-

ration of the classical raouusi is due to the group sotion.)

A subgroup of d containing the traaaf «rmations leaving intact

a classical vacuum # «ill be denoted by a symbol

will suppose thatj,.th* oonnsoted component of the group

is isomorphic to a direct product IXU(1) , where the group

К la locally isomorphic to a product of siaple non-Abelian bis

groups. ( In other words, it will be supposed that the centra

of the Lie algebra of the group H(# ) is a one-dimensional Lie

algebm.) It is remarkable that under the imposed transitivity
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condition any group H(§) ia isomorphic to a fixed group К •

» H(# ). ( All the groups H(4?) are mutually conjugate eubgro-
О . v

upa of G.) Therefore the above requirement is fulfilled for
any H($ ) if it is fulfilled for some subgroup.

Denote by b(<§) the generator of the subgroup D(1)cH(i),

and let it be normalized by exp( 2 <J?i •!!(<£>)) » 1, while

exp(Ai-h(§)) A 1 if O<X<21T. If a vacuum £»., is obtained

from another vacuum £ by meaaa of a transformation g€G*

i.e. Ф ^ Т(8)Ф , then the generator h ( #
Y
) is obtained from

h(£) by means of the same transformation:

h d ^ ) - h(T(g)3O - gh(#)g"1. U )

( The group Q acts in the Lie algebra J by имела of the

adjoint representation.) Let us consider a mapping P of the

n-fdimenexonal space onto the manifold Я, assooiating any pcint

^ in the space with the nearest to it classical vacuum f>(ty

( It is supposed that a scalar product invariant with respect

to the group б is established in the n-dimensional space.) In

general, the mapping jQ is multivalued ( a point may hare a

number of vacua nearest to it)» but there is a vicinity of the

manifold R, in which the mapping p is unambiguous.

We fix a classical vacuum ^ and impose a gauge condition

?(*(*))= % (3)

on the fields considered.

In order to find the particle spectrum» one should expand

the Lagrangian in small deviations from the cla88ioaT
r
~"'~*"after

the gauge condition (3) is imposed; the quadratic term in the

expansion determines the partiolee in the theory. However, be*

sidea the particles found in this way ( the standard particles)



there are also other particles. ~л particular, because not every

field nay be transforaed into a field satisfying the gauge con-

dition (3J by means of a non-singular gauge transformation .some

topologicelly non-trivial particle* do exist, like the magnetic

monopolea /2,3/. the group H « H ( $
o
) may be interpreted as a

symmetry group conserred when a classical vacuum ^ is fixed

together with the corresponding gauge condition (3)* Note that

the symmetry transformations belonging to the group H ( ^
o
) act

not only upon the fields satisfying the condition (3) but also

upon the standard particles.

If the gauge condition (3) is fixed, one nay consider the

subgroup U(1)CH(«fe A as that corresponding to the electromag-

netic field. Actually» the electromagnetic field is just the

gauge field component. 1_ (x) « a' (x)h(^
o
); the electromagnetic

field intensity is given by the usual expression P ̂

As for fields that do not satisfy the condition (3)» the

electromagnetic field intensity may be defined basing on the

requirement of the gauge invariance /3/« The resulting expres-

sion is " .• '
;
 ';- ..; •'•.;'•'...'.. ':••.- •. »

(•)

Here h f ( ^ ) * h(p!<fr))» and the skew-syametrie tensor cJ fs&J

satisfies the following conditions.

B. If А, В are infinitely small transforaatione belonging

to the group 6, and F , h are the vectors obtained from a

classical vacuum by means of the transfmrsations А» В ̂ then



<3. The tensor CJ is invariant with respect to the group

Q.

Th<? above conditions determine the tensor 6£j uniquely.

С An explicit description of it is not essential for the follo-

wing arguments.)

It is noteworthy, that the relation (4) determine* the elec-

tromagnetic field intent,itj 1 ^ (x) only up to the sign. In

fact, the generator h(#) of the group U(1)CH(<£) is not

determined uniquely by the normalization condition: both h

and -h may be considered as generacore of the same group U(1).

If the sign of the generator h(<&(x)) is оhanged then the signs

of the element п'(Ф(х)) and of the tenser ^
а Ь
( Ф ( х ) ) are

also reversed, so the sign of the tensor F у(х) is changed.

In order to get an unambiguous ? ^ , one should choose a unique

continuous branch of the two-valued function h(<§»). It will be

shown,however, that such a cfroise is not always possible. Some

concrete examples are presented in the next Section; here we

give only a general condition under which no unique continuous

branch of the function h(&) may be chosen. Hamely, we show that

the function h(3?) is two-velued in the manifold В inevitably,

if there is an element <X in the group H(<$), "reversing" the

subgroup U(1); i.e. for sorae ot€Q one has oiuotf1» u~1 for

all u£u(1). ( The above relation may be written also as

<a:h(£)ot~ —Ь(Ф).) Of course,the element <x , "reversing"

the subgroup U(1)CH(&) may well depend on Ф . If for some

classical vacuum #
o
 such an element Л does exist, a corres-

ponding reversing element exists also for any Ф £ Н э sine* all
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the subgroups H(#) are conjugated.

The proof of the inevitable two-v&luedness of the function

h( # ) under the нЬоте condition ie baaed upon the following

simple argument. Let us ooneider a continuous family Ct, of ele-

ments of the group G, connecting the element OL to the unity

of the group ( we put 0 < t $ 1 , Л
о
-1» 0Ц- ОС, #b(#

0
)<x~

1
«-h(<|)).

In Tie* of the relation (2) the generator of the group

0(1)CH(T( C*
t
)#

o
) may be taken as follows

0Г course«another oholse is possible, with the generator of

the opposite sign, but if our purpose is to bare a unique

continuous branch of the function h( £ ) , the sign of the gene»

rator h( & £ ( £ o ) ^ is no longer arbitrary. Applying (5) at t»1

one has

Thus we see that the assumed existence of a continuous one-va-

lued branch for the function h(<f>) is inconsistent.

It was assumed until now that the group H has the Lie al-

gebra with a one-dimensional centre. Let us discuss in brief

the. situation when the centre dimensionality is ap> 1. The con-

nected component of the group H may be represented in the form

KXU(1) 0, where the group К is locally iaomorphic to & product

of simple non-Abelian Lie groups, and U(1)
8
 is a product of s

copies of 0(1). In this case атету generator of the group U(1)
8

has a corresponding electrcjmagnetic field, and every field in-

tensity is given by a formula quite like (4 4 lo conventional
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theory uses such a construction as a realistic aod*l sino* a

number of different photons would be predicted. It is notable,

however, that en assumption that besides the standard particles

some other "mirror particles" ( including a "mirror" photon )

do exist,does not contradict to the experimental data» as it

was shown in /4,5/. ( The idea of the existence of mirror par-

ticles was suggested originally by Lee and Yang.)

The results derived above for a theory with a single photon

are easily extended to heories with s photons, a>1.

2. Examples

The simplest example of a theory where the function h(̂ E>)

is necessarily tro-valued, is constructed as follows. Let us

consider a theory with the gauge group G • S0(3) and a scalar

field transformed by the five-dimensional representation of the

group 30(3). ( Fsnniona are irrelevant to the construction, so

we disregard their presence.) The scalar field will be repre-

sented by a symmetrical tensor ф " having zero trace. Take

the polynomial V(<§ ) in such a way that the manifold £ be

that containing matrices ф ** having two Identical eigen-values

Pv. The classical vacuum may be fixed appropriately as the

diagonal matrix 3>
o
 - diag( Я , Я ,-2^ ). ( The polynomial is,

for instance, Y(<£) « a(S p$
2_ ь 2

)
2
 •gsp^

3
, where С ie a

number, sufficiently small. Thy eigen-value A is fixed once

and for all.)

The group H(#
0
J is iaomorphio to 0(2). It contains the sub-

group 30(2) = U(i) of rotations around the г axis, and the

transformation
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This transfcrmation
l
*reverees

n
 the subgroup S0(2), so in view of

the reasons given in Section 1, it is impossible to choose a

unique continuous branch of the function h(^ ). A direct veri-

fication of this statement looks as follows.

Any matrix ф having two coinciding eigen-valuee A cor-

responds to a straight line along the eigenvector associated

with the third eigen-value -2% \ and the correspondence is

one-to-one ( for fixed % ). Thus in this case the manifold В

is Itomeomorphic to the set of all straight lines passing through

the origin in the three-dimensional space, i.e. the manifold ie

the two-dimensional protective plane. The matrix Ф being re-

presented by a straight line 1, the group H ( ^ ) contains the

rotations leaving intact the line 1.. In other words, the group

Н(Ф ) containr all the rotations around the axis 1 and she

rotations by the aagle IT around axes orthogooal to the line

1_ . To fix the generator of the rotations around 1 one has to

f K a direction on the line. However, the bundle of straight

. lines in the three-dimensional space can* t be oriented continu-

ously. ( Actually, having a direction chosen on the г axis^and

rotating it by an angle OL around the x axis one gets a dis-

crepance at &*fT.) Thus the inevitable two-valuedness of the

function h ( # ) is proven explicitly in the coneidered model.

A generalisation of the described model is straightforward,

bet us consider the gauge group G * SO(n) and assume that the

scalar field* are put Into the n X n symmetric traceless matrix
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<§>^, transformed as the rank-2 tensor at the rotatic

g 6S0(n) :§»-*• S^g"
1
. Suppose the polynomial V(<§) ie tefcer in

such a way that the manifold R contains two eigen-values A

and (n-2) eigen-values J*. ( of oourse, 2A +(n-2)jn -0 , sinoe

the matrix is tracelees). Suppose we fix the classical vacuum

ф , a diagonal matrix having the first and the second diagonal

elements equal to A , other elements equal to y- . Evidently,

the connected part of the group H(^) is isomorphic to the di-

rect product SQ(2)x S0(u-2), it contains rotations transforming

the first pair of the coordinates and the next (n-2) coordinates

separately. But there are also discrete symmetries in the group

H(<£ ). In particular , this group contains a transformation

given by a diagonal matrix ОС with &^»+1 , OL^CL^m-\
 t

det#«1. It is easy to verify that the transformation ОС "re-

verses'* the subgroup S0(2)C Н(ф ), so one cannot take a one-va-

lued branch of the function h(<£).

. It is possible to construct also some more complicated theo-

ries haying the properties in view. For instance, take the group

G = S0(4n) as the gauge group. First of all, we show in what

manner one may break the group symmetry up to the group и(2п),

retaining a discrete symmetry unbroken. Suppose the scalar

fields are components of a skew-symmetric tensor of the rank ttt.

Any such tensor is associated with a poly-linear form

^>(X
1
,...,X

2n
), where X

±
 are real 4n-dimensional vectors* It

is appropriate to represent eny X^ as a 2n-dimensional complex

vector, then the form т) depends on I
1
,3^, I

2
, Ig,...,!^,

The Lagrangian may be chosen in ouch a way that the classical

vacuum would be
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/ ^ ^ ^ (7)

where the symbol A means the external product.

evidently, the form (7) la invariant with respect to trans-

formations belonging to the group U(2n). It i3 invariant also

under the transformation oL , exchanging the vectors I. and X..

The operator (X> may be considered as an element of the group

S0(4n).In order to get the theory of the type we are looking for

one should introduoe another scalar field, breaking the group

SU(n) up to the group of the fora K)fU(1), but conserving the

symmetry under 00 ; this role may be played, for instance, by

a scalar field transforming by the adjcint representation of the

group S0(4n).

koat likely, there are no theories of the type in view with

the standard set of the ferodons and relevant to the real world.

( The statement in /6/ that the S0(10)-symmetrical model of the

grand unification is a member of the considered class, is wrong.)

Actually, the symmetry oi£H($>o), reversing the subgroup

и(1)СН(Ф
о
), acts not only to the sealer and gauge fields, but

also to the standard particles, altering the sign of the elect-

ric charge. So & transforms the electron into the positron,

and the proton - into the ant.lproton, since the electron and the

proton have no other partners with the same mass and the oppo-

site charge. Thus for electrons and pzotons oc is just the

charge conjugation C. However, the С invariance is violated by

weak interactions, so Ct cannot be identical with C. There is

still a possibility that ОС deviates from С in its action to
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other particles ( say, leaving neutrino alone ). Thia possibili-

ty is not realized in the modern grand unification models; all

of them are based upon the Weinberg - Salam model, where there

is no symmetry ot with the properties required.

However, one has still a possibility to construct a realis-

tic theory of the type in view introducing besides the standard

particles some other ones,unknown until now and related to the

standard particles by means of a symmetry transformation. Of

course, such unknown particles must interact with the standard

ones extremely weakjjr,otherwiae it would be impossible to exp-

lain why they are not detected until now. It is this reason that

suggests the idea to resort to the mentioned theory of mirror

particles, discussed in some detail in /4/.

We will show now that it is possible to construct a grand

unification theory containing both standard and mirror particles

and having a symmetry of the type in view. Suppose the gauge

group is Q * S0(20) and the fermions are transformed by the spi-

nor representation of this group. S0(20) contains two indepen-

dent subgroups S0(10) acting on first ten and last ten indeces,

respectively. The group H will be considered generated by these

two subgroup and the discrete symmetry a , interchanging the

subgroup. ( The connected pert of H is isomorphic to the direct

product S0(10)X 30(10) .)

It is not difficult to indicate a subspacc Б in the space of

the apinor representation of S0(20), in such a manner that £ be

invariant with respect to the subgroup H and a direct sum of two

subspaces В., and E
?
, each of then realising the spinor represen-

tation of ita proper subgroup S0(10) S0(20)
t
 while the trans-

formation ОС interchanges the subspaces B
t
 and B« . A scalar
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field may be chosen In euch a way that the S0(20) symmetry

would be broken by the field up to the subgroup H. The fermi-

ons belonging to the apace JS remain maaeleea, while other fer-

mions aqulre masses, which may be done large enough, so that

their existence would be not forbidden by the available experi-

mental data. Both the remaining £0(10) symmetries may be broken

further by the standard procedure. The masses of the fermions,

which remained maaslese in the first symmetry breaking, coin-

cide with those obtained in the S0(10) grand onification model.

However, the whole standard set of the particles Is doubled.

The connected part of the unbroken symmetry group is isooorphic

to (SU(3)X U(1))X (SU(3)XtfO)>; besides, the symmetry ac ,

In t ere hanging the subgroups SD(3)XU(1) remains also unbroken.

One of the subgroups U(1) is related to the standard photon,

the other one is related to the mirror photon, so the symmetry

X transforms the standard photon Into the mirror one. The far-

mi ons belonging to the subspace Ej will be referred to as the

standard particles, while those belonging to S^ are called mir-

ror fermionsj the transformation CC interchanges the standard

and mirror particles. Note that the transformation 0& inter-

changes the electromagnetic subgroup generators h., and h2, re-

lated to the standard and the mirror paotons, respectively.

Hence QL changes the sign of the generator h « h^- hg, so this

generator cannot be chosen simultaneously for all the classical

vacua *£ , if one persists that the assignment must be conti-

nuoue-

Let us consider in more detail the breaking of the syrcmetry

group S0(20) up to the subgroup K. The simplest way to construct

such a breaking la to use a soalar field transformed as the ten-
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sor square of the apinor representation of S0(20). Such a field

$ may be considered as an operator acting in the spinor re-

preaentetion space. The interaction between the fermion field ф

transformed by the spinor representation of S0(20), and the sca-

lar field # may be written as <Ф|,Ф) "*" <Ф,ФФ^ where < , >

is the invariant scalar product in the spinor space. The poly-

nomial V(3?) is taken in such a way that the fixed classical

vacuum i£ would be the projection operator to the space ortho-

gonal to E. ( In other words, ̂ Q transforms Б into 0, while

the orthogonal complement of £ is Intact.) Such a choise of <£ Q

breaks the group S0(20) up to H, and the fermions beyond &

a quire masses. kultiplying § Q by an appropriate number, one

may have the massive fermione arbitrarily heavy. ( The fact that

the group SO(2.0) contains до element, outside H, transforming

"£0 into itaelf, is verified suitably by means of the statement

that 30(10)X 30(10) is a maximal subgroup of 5Q<20).)

It is noteworthy that the breaking of S0(20) up to H may

be performed also in other ways. For instance, one may consider

the fields 5> transformed as the rank-10 skew-symmetric ten-

sor and take the classical vacuum In the form

( the skew-eymmetrical tensor la identified here with the corres-

ponding external form).
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3. Strings in grand uuifice^ions

The subject of this Section is the topologically non-trivial

strings in grand unification models. The main part of the rele-

vant results was formulated in brief in a previous work /1/. We

call the straight string the field configuration which is inva-

riant under displacements along the z axis and has a finite

linear energy density. ( The field is assumed to be time-inde-

pendent; the linear energy density is A* I £(x,yts)dxdy „where

£(x»y,z) is the energy density.)

The scalar field <£(x,y) s Ф(г,$ ) for a string must tend

to the vacuum manifold R at r-*»«o . ( Here r,0 are the polar

coordinates in the (x,y) plane.) Assuming that the aeymptotics

of the field 4?(r,0 ) at r-^o* is given by a continuous func-

tion £{Q ) , 0£ 0 ̂  27| , whose values lie in the vacuum mani-

fold R, we associate any string with a continuous mapping of a

circle into R. The mapping §4 ф ) may be considered also as a

closod curve in R. If the mapping Ф( 0 ) is not homotopical to

zero ( the closed curve cannot be contracted into a point) we

call the string topclogically non-trivial. Of course, topolo-

gically non-trivial strings may exist only in the cases when

the manifold R is not simply connected ( 9T
1
(R) > 0 ). If the

group G is simply connected, the necessary and sufficient con-

dition for the manifold R to have a nonsero fundamental group

is that the unbroken symmetry group H must be not singly connec-

ted. In other words, topologieelly non-trivial strings may ex-

ist only in the case when H contains both continuous and dis-

crete symmetries. This statement stems from simple theorems of

r
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the topology, leading to the relation ̂  (R) = $Г
Q
(H) , where

1f
o
(H) » H/H

c o n
 is the quotient of H by its maximal connected

subgroup. Thus the statement is that the topological classes of

the strings are in a one-to-one correspondence to the discrete

symmetries. ( A topological class corresponds to any symmetry.

The topological classes corresponding to different symmetries

are identical if the symmetries may be connected by & continu-

ous family of the symmetries belonging to the group H.)

The above correspondence may be described as follows. Since

the group G is connected* for any element <У£"Н(<£») there ia

в continuous family <*, of elements of & , connecting the ele-

ment oi to the unity of the group ( i.e. af=t , oc^» oC ).

Evidently,the family

£ t * T< <Xt)§

may be considered as a closed curve in R. The homo topical class

of the curve if determined completely by the element & ( be-

cause the group G is singly connected ) and does not changes

when the element d variates continuously. This homotopical

class will be denoted by the symbol oC . Thus w« have construc-

ted a mapping of the group 5TO(H) • ̂ ^
О
ол ^^°

 the
 ^

it is easily seen that the mapping is an isomorphism.

An important physical property of the topologically non-tri-

vial strings is remarkable. If a particle is transported around

the string along a circle of an infinitely large rediue, it may

be transformed into a particle of another type. To verify this

statement, we shall prove the relation

JLX^ =: OC
}
 (9)
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where the ordered exponential in the l.h.s. is calculated along

the infinitely large circle around the string, and the topolo-

gical class <X of the string corresponds to the symmetry trans- I

formation # £ н . ( The l.h.s. of (9) depends on the initial

point on the infinite circle; if this point corresponds to a

classical vacuum *$ then обе

In order to prove (9) we note that Vji (*»0 ) vanishes

in the limit r-*«.( The term <[V ф\7 <l>,?is present in the

energy density. Therefore to get a finite linear energy density

the gradient ^yj± must tend to zero faster than 1/r.) Sub-

stituting in V i ( r , 0 ) the scalar field by its limit <j?( $ )»

,y ), and the gauge field - by its limit at г •*•«>• , or.e

gets \yj£ (&/ я 0. Hence one obtains at once

9

^ &(QJ (10)4
where the ordered exponent is calculated along an arc of the

infinite circle. Applying the relation (10) to the whole circle

one sees that Pexpl A dx' belongs to the group Н(3?(ф )).

в.
The fact that the topological class of the considered string

0 *
corresponds to the element <X= Pexpl A^dx^£ H(<§(d )) is a

consequence of the statement that the continuous family

(11)

connects the unity of the group to the element oL , while the

: corresponding closed curve in R ,
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specifies the topological class of the string. The symmetry

transformation CL € H may be considered not only as e transfor-

mation in the space of the fields, but also as s transformation

acting upon the particles. An immediate consequence of the re-

lation (9) is that the particles undergo the transformation cc

being transported around the string.( The transport along the

infinite circle leads to multiplication of the particle wave

function by the l.h.s. of (9).)

For the theories considered in Section 1 the group Ы is not

connected. Topologically non-trivial strings correspond to the

transformation OtfcH reversing the subgroup U(1)C К. Because of

the above arguments, the particle charge ia changed after it is

carried, around such a string.( Strictly speaking, this statement

was proven only for topologically trivial particles, whose char-

ge may be defined by means of the gauge condition (3)*)

In the theories with two types of particles, standerd and

mirror, there is a discrete, symmetry, transforming the standard

particles into tneir mirror partner». Suppose that this eyramet-

ry is included into a simply and singly connected gtuge group.

( It was shown at the end of Section 2 how such an inclusion

may be constructed, if the standard particles are described by

the S0(10) grand unification model.) Then ,t he group H is not

singly connected. Being car d̂ around a string whose topologi-

eal class is determined by the symmetry between the standard

and the mirror particles, a standard particle is transformed

into the mirror one.

Note that unbroken discrete symmetries, as well as the to-

pologically non-trivial strings, exist also in the model, con-
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sidered In /7/. la that model, however, the discrete synnetry is

relevant to the colour indeces, во that colourlea» particle» do

not ohange their quantum numbers being transported around a to-

pologically non-trivial string.

It is easily verified that in the case when the manifold R

is not simply connected, topologioally non-trivial strings do

exist indeed. Moreover, such strings being solutions to the

equations of motion
>
may be constructed. In order to prove the

latter statement it is suitable to look at the field having the

b'ial symmetry ( to be more precise, the fields for which the

effect of rotation around the z axis may be compensated by a

gauge transformation). If the rotation by an agle 0 may be

compensated by a global gauge transformation corresponding to

an element exp(i0V)£G, one may say that the type of the

axial symmetry is associated with an element V of the Lie al-

gebra ^7 of the group 0. For the axially symmetrical field

configuration ( JL,£) having the symmetry type associated with

the element . £ f one has

where ХуЛг), I
B
(r) are arbitrary functions, I (r) is оошви-

ting with Л - ехр(2Я1>>), and ̂  (r) satisfies the condition

Т(ос)ф(г) » ф(г). ( Here 1 is the gauge field, J^ , A , A,

are its components in the cylindrical coordinate system, $ is

the scalar field transformedby the representation T.) Note that

F
M >

 a
 °

 f
or the field given by (13).
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It may be seen that in each class of the axial symmetry

there ie a string satisfying the equations of motion. In order

to prove this fact one has to verify that the energy density

functional attains a minimum at strings of the typ» (13, and

that any extremua of the functional is a solution of the equa-

tions of motion. One should have in mind that the topological

class of the string is determined completely by the type of its

axial symmetry; actually, as it was mentioned above, the element

ft,. exp(2JTiv>) satisfies the condition $(r) * T(tf )§(r). In

the limit r-*-o» one has the condition 3>
Q
* T(0i)&

o
 for the

classical vacuum #
л
 » lini»(r) , i.e. Ct6"H(s£\). Thus any

type of the axial aymrnetry, associated with an element "̂  С "jy >

is corresponding to the symmetry #•« exp(2JTi V*) £Н( #
Q
) . The

symmetry transformation ОС determines the topological type

of the string.

The symplest field having the spherical symmetry af the

type associated with an element "V € ^ , is written as follows

A^(r) «\)a(r)/r f

A,. - kz « 0 , (U)

where oC(r) and />(r) are some real functions.

Аз it was shown by M.B.Voloshin , the model with the 30(3)

symmetry, described in Section 2, admits topologically non-tri-

visl strings of the form (14), satisfying the equations of motion.

In this case the Lie algebra element ^ should be arl̂  » where

L is the infinitesimal operator for the rotation around the x

axis. The equations obtained for the functions #(r),^(r) are

just the equations for the Abrikoaov'a vortex lines in the
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superconductor.

Basing on the straight-line strings,being exact solutions

of the equations of motion,one can easily construct closed

strings satisfying the equations of motion only approximately,

but having finite energies. The time evolution of the closed

strings is described by the equations of motion known in the

theory ff relativistic strings. ( So one should expect that the

specific velocities of the closed strings have the order of mag-

nitude of the velocity of light.) After a time period the closed

swings "collepse", creating particle-like objects.

The considered conclusion I. hat the type of a particle is

changed when it is carried around a straight-line string is

still true for the motion around a closed string.

4. Electric and magnetic charges in theories with

u two-valued electromagnetic field intensity

In Section 1 a class of theories was described where the

function h(«£) is essentially two-valued. The two-valuedness

does not. mean necessarily that the tensor ^^.^(x) must be also

inevitably two-valued for any field. On the contrary, in the

most natural situation when the field *$>(x) deviates essential-

ly from its vacuum value at any fixed time moment only inside

ь few spheres ("particles"), it ia always possible to choose a

unique continuous, branch of the function Ь'(Ф(х)) outside the

spheres, so that the function V' (x) may be defined uniquely.

( If several spheres are removed from the space, the remaining

ion; in is simply connected, and in ouch domain one сьп always

indicate a unique continuous branch of a multivalued function.)
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In this севе the electric and magnetic charges may be defined

by mean* of the surface integrals. ?or inatauee, the magnetic

charge of a particle is defined as the flux of the magnetic

field intensity rector H through a sphere enclosing the par-

ticle. ( As usual, if- (P
23
, *

3 1
, F

l 2
 ); the flux of the rector

H does not depend on the choise of the /sphere, since dlr H * 0

ererywhere in the domain of existence of the tensor F„y .)

As the tensor F ^ satisfies the Maxwell equations, the conser-

ration laws for the electric and magnetic charges follow im-

mediately. However, tne situation is quite different, if closed

or straight-line strings are present in the theory. Actually,

if a string is removed from the three-dimensional space one

gets a domain which is not simply connected. Let us consider a

string with a topological class corresponding to a symmetry fit

reversing the electromagnetic subgroup U(1)CH. Then a motion

along a closed path around the string results in tne change of

the sign of the electromagnetic field intensity. No electric or

magnetic charge can be defined exactly for the particle in pre-

sence of the string. To be more precise, enclosing the particle

by a sphere and calculating the fluxes of the electric and mag-

netic fields through the sphere, one gets the electric and mag-

netic charges only up to the signs.
 ч

In spite of the fact that neither electric, nor magnetic

charge may be defined for a separate particle, a relative char-

ge may be defined for a pair of particles connected by a curve.

Look at a surface £L enclosing the curve connecting the par-

ticles ( Figure 1 ). The point set bound by the 3urtace Q. from

the outside, and by the spheres S2L and SI f enclosing the
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particles, from the inside, is simply connected; so a unique

branch of the tensor 9 ^ raay be chosen and the fluxes of the

and H through the surface may be defined.

( Of course, the sign of the flux depends on the choise of the

branch.) If the flux through the surface _Q. equals to the SUB

of the fluxes through the spheres -Q. ̂  and -^g, by *Ь« absolute

magnitude, it is appropriate to say that the particles have the

charges of the same sign. If the flux through SL equals to the

difference of the fluxes, we say that the particles hare oppo-

s:te charges. The relative sign of the charges is not changed

if the curve connectting the particles is deformed continuously.

So in the case when the tensor ? у is defined in a simply con-

nected set ( without strings ) the relative sign of the charges

does not depend on the choise of the curve. Fixing the sign of

one cf the charges, we fix also the signs of all the other char-

ges. ( Of course, the choise might be fixed from the very begin-

ning, indicating a unique branch of the tensor Ъ л,) The same

reasoning is applicable also to the situation when all the

strings are outside a sphere; then a unique branch of the field

intensity may be chosen inside the sphere, and the charges of

all particles may be defined consistently. If some strings are

present, the relative sign of the charges depends on the choise

of the curve connecting the particles, to be more precise, on

the homotopical class of this curve. ( If two points,x and x- ,

are connected by curves ^ ш f
2
, lying to different sides

of the string, then fixing the electromagnetio tensor P J(x)

at the point x
Q
 and taking the branch of F у(x) , continuous

along the curve лг , one gets at the point x
1
 a magnit» d« of
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the field opposite to that obtained fur the branch continuous

along the curve y£.) It seems natural to calculate the relative

sign of the charges connecting the particles by the straight

line, but if the line is crossed by a string in the process of

motion, the homotopic&l class of the line.is changed and, con-

sequently, ths relative sign of the charges is also changed.

It was mentioned in Section 3 that the sign of the particle

charge is changed after the motion around a string. This state-

ment is not meaningless, if a rule to calculate the charge is

prescribed; the gauge condition (3) was used to make the cor-

cept of the charge definite. The same conclusion may be drawn

in a more general form from the above arguments.Samel&Lf we had

two close particles, and then one of them is carried around a

string while the other one is at rest, their relative charge is

changed ( the relative charge is calculated, connecting the par-

ticles by a straight line). This statement is valid for both the

electric and the magnetic charge.

Thus we are led to a conclusion that the electric charge is

not conserved in the considered theories. Nevertheless, in fact,

the charge conservation still holds in a sense also for the theo-

ries lit view. With this purpose we assign a charge to every

string, stretching to it a surface bound by the string. ( For

the sake of simplicity we assume that if there are several

strings, the surfaces may be stretched in such a manner that

they do not intercept and be outside the particles.) Removing

all particles and all surfaces,associated with the strings,from

the three-dimensional зрасе, one gets a simply connected set,

and the tensor P ^ may be chosen uniquely in this set. The elec-
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trie and the magnetic charges of the particles are defined, aa

usual, by means of the fluxes of the vectors E and h through

spheres enclosing the particles. Similarly, the charges of a

string are defined by means of the fluxes through a surface

enclosing the film stretched to the string. The conservation

laws for the electric and magnetic charges stem from the Max-

well equations. The sign of the tensor F ^ changee at the film

associated with the string. Therefore a particle piercing through

the Tilm gets the charge of the opposite sign; the string charge

is also changed so that the total charge is conserved. Note

that the film may be stretched in various ways, so that the ins-

tant of the piercing is not marked physically. The change of the

cnarge sign is related only to the conditional cnoise of the

film. ( As & matter of fact, the concept of the charge itself

is not properly defined until a unique branch of the tensor F у

is chosen, as it was mention above.) Yet there is a natural

shape of the film stretched to the string, ftamtly, since every

closed string do "collapse" in due time, it seems reasonable to

choose the surface traced by the string in process of the col-

lnpse '. This choise is physical in the sense that the charge

of the string in this case coincides with the sum of the charges

of particles created from the collapse. One should not expect,

however, that the definition of the string charge, based on this

choise of the film, enables one to avoid paradoxes, for instance,

suppose we have a realistic theory with some strings in view, and

The process of the string collapse may be rather complicated

( see below), 30 it is not in any case that a surface traced du-

ring the collapse may be descrioed.
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in a remote future such a string would pass between the Sun and

the Earth. In this situation it would be reasonable to consider

the electrons in the Sun as positrons already at present, while

it would appear to be natural only after the string pausing.

Yet even nowadays one should ass шве that particles moving from

the Sun to the Earth change the sign of their charges when they

pierce the surface to be traced ( some day!) by the string.

Clearly, in the considered situation the charge conservation

is in a sense non-local. < Perhaps, an analogy to the general

relativity is to the point; there one has the energy conserva-

tion law though the energy itself is not localizaole.) We will

not consider in detail the situation in theories with mirror par-

ticles, since it is quite similar.Topologically non-trivial

strings corresponding to the mirror symmetry are present in the-

se theories. In presence of the strings there is no clear diffe-

rence between the standard electric charge and the mirror charge:

a standard particle carried around the string becomes itirror par-

ticle. Connecting particles by a line one gets an opportunity

to define the relative charge of* them. To be more exact, if two

particles are connected by a line one can decide if the particles

hare identical "mirror numbers". The mirror numbers are identi-

cal if both the particles are standard, or both ar* mirror. But :

if the space contains strings two particles may nave identical

mirror numbers being connected by a line,and have opposite mir-

ror numbers being connected by another line.

In'conclusion, we remark that the strings considered in this

work зге observable, in principle. If a theory with the standard ;

set of elementary particles would admit a string for which a clo-
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sed path enclosing it would result in the change of the sign of

the electromagnetic intensity, then such a string passing

through the usual matter would produce an interface separating

the matter of protons and electrons from the antimatter of anti-

protona and positrons. The effect would be observable quite well

by the subsequent annihilation. As it was noted in Section 2, no

strings of the type in view exist, evidently, in theories with

the atendard set of the particles. However, it was shown there

that both standard and mirror particles may be embedded into a

nun el of the grand unification. The strings are observable as

well in thi3 modal. If the string in the process of its motion

cross the straight line-connecting the Earth with a galaxy, com-

posed of the standard matter, the galaxy becomes made of the

mirror matter from the point of view of a terrestrial observer

and disappears .On the contrary, mirror galaxies become obser-

vable. If the galaxy contains both standard and mirrcr matter,

its luminosity is changed, in general. The similar effect шьу be

seen for neighbour galaxies, but with a retardation ( or with

an advance). We mean that the galaxies are neighbour if the an-

gular distance between them is small. Thus a motion of the string

induces a wave of the luminosity variation. The angular velocity

of the wave is calculated easily if th« distance to the string

is known. ( One should have in mind thpt the string velocity ie

about the velocity of light by the order of magnitude, as it was

argued in Section 3.) Kvidently, the velocity iE inversely pro-

portional to the distance between the Earth and the string. For

Of course, the galaxies are considered just for the sake of

definitenesa; the arguments are applicable equally to any other

object of the astronomy.
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instance, if the string ia at t distance of about 30,000 parseo,

the relocity of the luminosity variation wave «ould be about

1 angular second per year» .

The collapse of a string leading to a considerable energy

release is, probably, another observable effect. ( It is not

difficult to estimate the linear energy density of a static line

string; it is about irevn by the order of magnitude, «here li

is the largest mass of one of the intermediate rector bosons.)

However, the collapse is a eomplloated process, and it may occur

in particular, with numerous self-intercepts of the string, cor-

responding to a decay of the string Into several strings. There-

fore the energy release proceeding with production of particles

is not necessarily a momentary process. So one cannot estimate

the luminosity of the objects created at the string collapse

without a more detail analysis.
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Appendix

The arguments of the present work were baaed upon the defi-

nition of the magnetic charge using a surface intejjral of the

magnetic field intensity. It is well known that the magnetic

сbarge may be defined also by means of a topologlcal construc-

tion. Namely, the space of all fields with finite energies is

divided into subsets separated by infinite energy barriers (the

connection components). Two fields пате identical magnetic ohar-

ges if they belong to the same connection component.

In a standard theory these components are associated with

integer numbers, the field configurations corresponding to posi-

tive integers are called monopoles, and the field configurations

corresponding to negative integers are called antiaonopoles.

But for the theories of our present interest the monopoles and

the antimonopoles are not descrlainated. ( The transformation at

must convert monopoles into antimonopolea; since the group G is

singly connected, the element ОС may be connected to unity

by a continuous family of the group elements, so one has no

way to descrimlnate monopoles and antimonopoles topologically.)

An accurate explanation of the situation is attained as fol-

lows. The topological class of the field (A. ,«£) is given by

the asymptotica of the field ^k at infinity; the aaymptotics

determines the homotopical class of the mapping S2-*R, where
2

S is the two-dimensional sphere and R is the vacuum manifold.

In standard theories the homotopical classes of the mapping

3 -*-a are identical to the elements of the group 5T2(R). In the

theories in view the manifold R is not singly connected, so two

different elements of the group 5T2(R) m*y be associated with
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the same homotopical class of the mapping S-*»R. Recall that in

the definition of the group ^ ( R ) only the deformations at

which a fixed point of the sphere is not displaced, are consi-

dered. If R is not singly connected, this limitation is insig-

nificant. However, for a manifold that ia not singly connected,

the set of the homotopical classes of the mappings S -î R is the

set of orbits of the natural action of the group TTjdO in

'JT^H). If a sin£l9 photon is present in the theory ( the centre

of the Lie algebra for the group H is one-dimensional ) then

tfT^(R) = 57^(11) « Z. The transformation Л- is associated with

an element of the group JT'Q(H) = J T ^ R ) ; it generates a trans-

formation of the group JT
2
(R) » Z, converting every its element

p
m into -m. Thus the homotopical classes of the mapping S-• R

are in a one-to-one correspondence with non-negative integers

( a magnetic charge m is equivalent to -m). .

I would like to use this opportunity to express my gratitude

to M.Yu.Khlopov, V.A.Kuzmin, L.B.Okun', A.K.Polyakov, Yu.S.tyup-
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Additional note

After this work was completed I have learned about a paper/f/

where the absence of the local charge conservation law was indi-

cated for a situation essentially different from that considered

in our work. In the work/i' / the gauge groupe are considered

which are not simply connected, end the fields are defined in

a non-singly connected nitmifold. We consider tae fields in the

usual Minkowski spece snd.the gau^e group is assumed to be simp-

ly connected; it is only the unbroken symmetry group that ia not

simply connected in our approach.
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